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This book in addition to recipes contains useful tips on cooking steaks. There is also a brief

description of cooking technologies and how to choose meat! You can always go to a

restaurant, but when you cook yourself it is always something special. Steak cooked by you

personally will give much more to your loved ones!
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SaladConclusionIntroductionSteak is a favorite dish for many people because of the variety of

ways it can be prepared. Whether pan fried, braised, baked, or broiled, ever dish serves

delicious and filling cut of meat that will surely please even the pickiest of eaters.So, let’s stop

wasting time!Let’s get cooking!8 methods of cooking steakSteak, everyone’s favorites, is

though grilled generally; it can also be prepared in several other ways. It can be pan-fried,

braised, broiled, baked, etc. The selection of the proper method depends upon the tenderness

of meat, which is determined by the time provided for its cooking. Depending on the cooking

time, the steak may be raw, rare, very rare, medium, medium rare, well-done. Rare steak is the

one that is exposed to flame for a very short time; it, thus, maintains its rawness and is pink in



color. As the cooking time increases the pink color starts turning into brown and the juices

reduce too and it becomes a steak well-done. So, a well-done steak is the one which is given

well adequate time for it cooking. A well-done steak is brown in color and is tougher to chew

than any other steak. For ordinary plates medium-rare steak is perfect. The methods of cooking

a steak include the following:1. �Dry Heat Methods:-These methods are generally applied for the

preparation of more tender steaks such as fillet mignon and sirloin.2. �Moist-heat Method:-These

methods are more suited to tougher cuts of beef.The above methods of making steak are

further divided into many other ways. Knowing appropriate ones plays an instrumental role

when it comes to cooking exquisite one. So, here are some techniques mentioned for your

ease.3. �Grilling:The best, and commonly used, way to make a steak is certainly the grilling. The

other things that matter a lot in order to have a good steak are the marinade, the quality of coal

and lighter fluid. The concentration of the person preparing the steak is also counted. Mostly,

about 8 to 10 minutes are required for a steak on barbeque. The timing, of course, depends on

the tenderness you want.4. �Broiling:-Broiling is another way to cook a steak. Tender cuts are

mostly broiled. Broiling is done in the oven with no use of liquids. Its taste is different than that

of a grilled steak; because, in the oven the meat is fully surrounded by heat. Less tender cuts

can also be broiled provided they are marinated earlier.5. �Pan-frying:-Pan-frying is yet another

way of preparing a delicious steak. Thin and tender cuts of steak such as the sirloin, T-bone

and rib-eye taste pretty well when they are pan-fried. This method demands an open pan

placed over the flame. No oil is needed while using this method for the steak is cooked on its

own fats.6. �Roasting:-This is the way which is used for a larger cut of beef. Like pan-frying,

roasting is also a dry heating method which uses no liquids and no cover up. Tender cuts roast

better and they need to be sliced before serving.7. �Braising:-This comes in moist-heat cooking

methods, which require a little amount of liquid in an oven with a closed lid. It is a slow process

which gently allows the meat tenderize. Tough cuts of meat such as chuck, round, briskets and

blade are usually braised.8. �Stewing:-This is another method for tough cuts which suggests

putting beef into a stew pot and covered completely with some water and left for slow cooking

over medium flame. This is not one of the popular methods for steaks; but if the cut is large and

tough, then this method is best in order to get the taste fine enough.In all the methods of

cooking steak, the degree of doneness is measured by a meat thermometer. However, an

expert can judge the doneness by merely touching the piece externally; and to reach to the

degree of an expert you need to have good practice of making steaks.Steak Cooking

Tips:These amazing tips are going to help you cook the steaks which one thinks only

professional chefs could create.1. �One of the most important tips is to start out with a good

steak in the very first place. A poorly cooked steak of primary grade will, of course, likely to

taste better than a well-cooked steak of low grade!2. �Always look for a marbling piece of meat

to ensure a flavourfull and juicy steak.3. �For a greatly delicious steak, choose a great cut of

meat like top loin or fillet mignon.4. �Refrain from cutting the steak in order to check if it is done.

Doing so will release valuable juices and hence, reducing the taste.Using a meat thermometer

is the best way to check if the steak is done according to your desire; a medium-rare steak will

be done at about 145 degrees.Touching can also do the trick but, as you already know, it is

used by the experts. However, don’t worry if you are not the one. Here is the key: a firm steak is

well done, a springy steak is medium, and a soft steak is rare. You can always check the

degree of tenderness with the help of these indicators.5. �Avoid turning it with fork, if you want

your steak to hold on to the flavor and juices well inside. Use tongs (long-handled ones are the

best) instead of the fork. This will also help you staying away from the heat.6. �It is good to know

that a large cut of meat continues to cook even after its removal from the oven. It is, therefore,



a good idea to remove it a bit earlier from the flame or serve immediately after it is done.7. �

Don’t worry about the hygienic side of a rare steak. The steak is contaminated with bacteria on

the outer surface only. Therefore, you only need to make sure that the outer side of the steak

has been thoroughly cooked; and the browning of all the sides of meat is the indicator that it

has been cooked well and the bacteria are, effectively, killed.8. �Use seasoning and marinades

to enhance the flavor. You may not need any seasoning beyond salt and pepper. Simple

ingredients, sometimes, give great taste; don’t they?9. �Make sure that the grill is extremely hot,

if you’re using grilling method. Doing so will sear the surface of the meat and lock in the juices.

If broiling, preheat the broiler for the same reason.10. �Oil the steak rather than the pan, if you

are cooking in a pan.11. �Once the steak is cooked, take it off the heat source and allow it to rest

for at least 5 minutes. This will allow the juices to spread out hence intensifying the taste.
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